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Abstract
Introduction. Assignments play an important role in consolidating knowledge for university students.
Understanding students’ information behaviour and experience in this type of work task, i.e., students’
assignments, would be beneficial to the design of learning platforms or search systems to better support
effective and efficient information behaviours.
Methods. A 37-day online observation of 14 university students in China, working on one assignment
through client logging, combined with questionnaires and interviews were conducted in this study.
Analysis. This study used descriptive analysis to describe students’ information behaviours and
experiences during the assignment completion processes at different stages.
Results. According to the proportion of efforts devoted to seeking information and working for the
assignment in four evenly distributed periods, the students could be divided into four time-allocation
types, namely 'Ninjas', 'Turtles', 'Time wasters' and 'Pursuers'. Different types of students had different
information behaviours and experiences during assignment completion process.
Conclusions. When applying Information Seeking Process model to analysis students’ information
behaviours for the assignment completion, it is necessary to combine the time context and examine how
each time allocation type of students would allocate their information seeking effort in task completion
behaviours.
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Introduction
As an important part of the learning process, university students may need to seek and collect much
information to complete assignments before the deadline for submission and meet their learning goals.
Learning assignments, as information intensive tasks, had long been discussed in information studies.
Kuhlthau (1991) proposed information search process model to describe the information seeking
process for inquiry learning, and highlighted the change of uncertainty during the process. Particularly,
Kuhlthau stressed the exploration stage when students would often encounter much of unexpected
uncertainty, which would also cause many negative feelings, e.g., frustration, doubt, etc. Vakkari
(2001) further proposed Task-based information retrieval process model to describe students’ (or
researchers’) information seeking process for thesis writing. These models identified important stages
of information seeking when completing a complex work task. Various empirical studies further
investigated the usefulness of the Information Search Process model by different user groups or in
different situations. These studies have examined how users’ cognition, emotion and behaviours have
changed in different stages, which continued to examine the usefulness of Kuhlthau’s Information
Search Process (e.g., Kuhlthau,1999; Harada, 2002; Hyldegard,2006; Kuhlthau, Heinström and Todd,
2008). However, in practice, students may not know how to allocate their time and effort in different
stages of information seeking process. As McGregor and Streitenberger (2004) found, driven by the end
product, students were often unable to allow themselves time for gathering and synthesizing information as
part of a process. Kuhlthau et al. (2007) also pointed out that students could avoid missing the critical
stages of learning if they allow time for reflecting and formulating while they are exploring and collecting
information. Therefore, besides the guide and support for information seeking itself, it is also important for
teachers and librarians to guide students in how to allocate their time and effort through this process.
There has been much research in library and information science that examined university students’
information seeking behaviour during learning or assignment completion. Most of these studies focus
on the selection of information sources (Zhang & Liu, 2019; Oh, 2019; Muller, et al., 2020), the
interaction behaviours, e.g., the query formulations (Li & Rijke 2017; Li, Schijvenaars and Rijke,
2017) and search experiences in search systems (Jiang & Liamruk, 2020; Haley & Clough, 2017).
There is still a lack of analysis of the information behaviour process of university students in
completing the assignments from the perspective of time. A recent study in Psychological Science
revealed that university students’ time management could be divided into three types: Turtles (steady
workers), Ninjas (precrastinators, those who have the urge to get everything done in advance) and
Time wasters (procrastinators), based on surveys and archival data set analysis (Vangsness and
Young, 2020). Particularly, Turtles are the steady workers who tend to work slowly but surely
(Gevers, et al., 2015). Ninjas refer to those who finish their tasks as quickly as they can (Rosenbaum,
et al.,2014). Time wasters, however, are those who work a bit at the beginning, but complete most
work leading up to the deadline (Silver and Sabini, 1981). This study further analyzed the researchcredit completion time of 8655 students in 8 years. However, it is not clear how these time
management types are associated with their information behaviours, and the measurements of personal
experience are relatively single and subjective.
Savolainen (1995) emphasized the influence of time context on people’s information seeking
behaviour in daily life, in which time budget acted as an important manifestation of lifestyle in
Everyday Life Information Seeking Model. When the submission deadlines of assignments are
approaching, students often feel time pressure, which required to be controlled, managed or relieved
(Misra, et al. 2000). Therefore, proper time allocation under guidance would be necessary. Savolainen
(2006) identified three dimensions of time in information behaviour, and the current study considers
two of them. From the process perspective, this research explores the time allocation of university
students in the process of completing their assignments as a whole, and describes students’
information behaviour during this process. From the perspective of time as scarce resources, this
research also examines university students’ information search behaviour when they are approaching
the deadlines.

Information related behaviours have mostly been presented as a black box in the learning cycle, but
the box was seldom opened for a detailed analysis, especially in the real setting. We believe that
considering different periods and different time allocation types would be beneficial for describing and
understanding students’ information behaviour, and providing a new practice view of information
search process in learning contexts. Students may encounter greater difficulties at certain stages or be
affected by unreasonable time allocation, which makes the actual information search behaviours
different from the theoretical model. Therefore, this research intends to investigate the seeking
behaviour of students when completing their assignments in a real learning context. It aims to help
understand the behavioural characteristics, difficult situations and solutions of university students
when they conduct information searching, and help them to complete the assignments efficiently. In
order to comprehensively observe the information search behaviour in the real situation, it is necessary
to continuously observe and record it for a period of time. Therefore, combined with the research
methods of online observation, questionnaire and log analysis, this study tracked the information
behaviour of 14 undergraduates in five weeks, and explored the differences of students' academic
information behaviour and experience in different time stages; as well as the individual differences in
the completion behaviour and experience of different students. For the different time stages, we
equally divided the observation period into four periods and tried to compare and align with Kulthau’s
model. As for the individual differences, based on Vangsness and Young (2020), we divided students
into four types, namely Turtles, Ninjas, Time Wasters and a new type, Pursuers.
Research method
Data collection

In order to observe and describe students’ academic information searching behaviour in real settings, a
longitudinal observation study has been conducted. This study recruited 18 first-year students from a
compulsory course in Peking University, China, and observed their information behaviour and
assignment completion process from the time when they were notified about an assignment (as the
beginning) till the time when this assignment was due, which lasted 37 days. This assignment involved
searching for four research papers related to a topic they plan to investigate for the term project, and
then wrote an annotation for each of the papers. Therefore, during this period, the student would first
consider their own interests and think of several potential topics they would like to explore and then
choose a topic. Then they collected related papers on this chosen topic and chose four research papers
to read and then wrote an annotation for each of the four papers. This assignment was similar to the
one that Kuhlthau investigated in her Information Search Process research. The data we collected
included online observation, questionnaire and interaction logs with all the timestamps. Meanwhile,
we conducted semi-interviews with the participants after they completed the assignment. It should be
noted that in this study, the interviews were mainly used to understand the reasons for each
participant's actions and their feelings in completing the assignments. Therefore, this study did not
analyze the interview data separately, but took them as supplementary interpretations of data analysis.
Specifically, the researcher installed the screen recording software, Morae Recorder 3.3.4, on all
participants’ own laptops and instructed them to use correctly. Participants were told to start Morae
Recorder to record their interactions with the computer every time they planned to perform any
information behaviours related to this assignment. Each time when they started Morae, the software
would automatically pop up the pre-work questionnaire, collecting information about their specific
goals of the current learning activity, the degree of completion of the assignments, the current mental
state, etc. When the student decided to stop working on this assignment tentatively, they could stop
Morae recording on their own, and then the software would automatically pop up the post-work
questionnaire to inquire about the difficulties encountered in this period, and their solutions, gains, etc.
A total of 14 students completed screen recordings and shared them to the researchers. Finally, 51
sessions of interaction logs of 14 students and nearly 50 hours of qualified screen recording data were
obtained.

Data analysis

In order to examine how students proceed their information seeking behaviours in different stages
during assignment completion process, we divided the whole assignment completion process equally
by time period, as commonly done by previous researchers (Liu, Song, & Hansen, 2021). In order to
reveal more information about students’ information behaviours through the middle point, in addition
to the first and last stages, we divided the search stages into four even stages, namely first stage,
second stage, third stage and fourth stage (Liu, Song, & Hansen, 2021). The 37-day time span in this
study was equally divided into 4 stages, namely 9 days per stage. On the basis of log analysis,
descriptive statistics were conducted to describe the behaviour and experience of students in different
time periods and different time-allocation types. By separating the time periods and time allocation
type, we further explored the differences in their behaviours and experience by different time
allocation types of students. Specifically, this study explored three groups of variables, as followings:
(1) Behavioural variables for assignment completion: the time spent on finding articles (understanding
the requirements for articles, formulating queries in the search system, etc), selecting articles (viewing
Search engine results pages, short for SERPs in this study), reading articles and writing notes.
(2) Search interaction variables: the number of queries issued by students in the search process, the
number of SERPs viewed, the number of articles viewed, and the number of articles downloaded.
(3) Experience variables: time pressure, topic familiarity, anxiety (in pre-work questionnaires),
satisfaction and difficulty of the assignment completion performance (in post-work questionnaires)
measured by five-point Likert scale. These questionnaires were distributed every time when a
participant started recording on their assignment behaviours.
Results
Behavioural characteristics at different time periods

We first examined student’ time allocations in different stages. In total, all the 18 participants spent 47
hours and 31 minutes on this assignment. Among them, the time spent in the first stage was 5 hours
and 9 minutes, with a frequency of 7 times distributed in 6 days. The time spent in the second stage
was 10 hours and 18 minutes, with a frequency of 14 times distributed in 8 days. The time spent in the
third stage was 47 minutes, and the frequency was only 3 times distributed in 2 days. The time spent in
the fourth stage was 31 hours and 15 minutes, with a frequency of 31 times distributed in 10 days.
Comparing the proportion of time, frequency and days in each stage (see Figure 1), we could conclude
that students spent most time in the fourth stage (66%) than in other stages, reflecting the general
procrastination of university students when completing their assignments. The time investment in the
second stage ranked the second (22%), followed by the first stage (11%) and the third stage (2%),
which reflected that students tended to start doing their assignments within a period of time after the
assignment notification, but they often put off the assignment in the third stage until the last period
before the deadline. In terms of the frequency, it showed similar patterns. There were 55 times of
schoolwork behaviours in total in the four stages, of which the fourth stage ranked first, accounting for
56%; followed by the second stage and the first stage, accounting for 26% and 13%; the third stage
accounted only for 6%. This showed that for long-lasting and difficult tasks such as assignments,
students would encounter some difficulties after the initial attempt, and would temporarily put it aside
and switch to other tasks. But under the stimulus of the deadline, they reinvested a lot of time and
effort to complete the assignment.

Figure 1: Different time investment in different stages

There were four types of information behaviours for assignment completion, among them, reading
articles accounted for a majority of time (61%), followed by writing notes (20%) and selecting articles
(14%), and finding articles accounted for the least effort (5%). Apparently, reading articles was the
most time-consuming behaviour and it happened more in the first two stages and the fourth stage.
With time passing by, the proportion of note writing gradually increased (see Figure 2). The behaviour
of finding articles occurred more in the first three stages, and selecting articles mainly occurred in the
third stage (73%). Such results reflected the process of positioning and selecting information sources
at the beginning of the task and organizing information at the end of the task.

Figure 2: Comparison of information behaviours for assignment completion in different stages

With respect to the searching interactions, all participants issued a total of 131 queries, viewed 347
SERP pages, browsed 129 relevant articles and downloaded 66 articles. We counted the occurrences
of search behaviour variables in each stage, and calculated the proportion of each stage with the total
occurrences. As shown in Figure 3, in the first stage, various search behaviours have been tried; but
the most behaviours occurred in the second stage, specifically, formulating queries accounted for 37%,
viewing SERPs accounted for 38% and downloading articles accounted for 50%. There were very few
search interactions in the third stage. In the fourth stage, viewing related articles (39%) occurred more
frequently.

Figure 3: Comparison of searching behaviours in different stages

As for the experiences (see Figure 4), from the first stage to the fourth stage, time pressure, anxiety
and topic familiarity showed gradual upward trends and the last stage reached to the peak. The gradual
rise of time pressure and anxiety indicated that such experience was affected by how much available
time they had before the submission deadline. As the deadline got closer, the perceived external time
pressure and internal anxiety level increased. In the interview, a student said, 'In the last few days, I
felt I couldn't finish it, so I was under great pressure.'The gradual increase in topic familiarity implied
that through each information search process, students’ understanding of the topic increased. Many
students mentioned that their understanding of the topic increased with the searching and reading
proceeds, and one student particularly addressed it was 'an increase from 0 to more than 50%'. The
degree of satisfaction of their assignment completion performance was the highest in the second stage
(M=4.42) and the lowest in the third stage (M=2.50). This might be because the students in the second
stage devoted more efforts, and they did not have much time pressure in the second stage since the
deadline was quite far away in this stage.

Figure 4: Comparison of experiences in different stages

Identification of different time allocation types
In this study, all the participants completed the assignment and submitted it to the system on time. After
examining all students’ time devotion efforts in the four stages (approximately 9 days per stage), we
identified four types of time allocation behaviours. The first three were similar to Vangsness and Young
(2020), which divided the students into 'Turtles', 'Ninjas' and 'Time wasters'. However, in the previous
study, it seems that the participants all worked at each time stage by default, there are little emphasis on
the type who do not react in the beginning period. Therefore, we further identified a new type with
reference to this situation, called 'Pursuers'.

'Turtles' refer to the students who completing their tasks steadily in at least three stages, and 3 participants
(S04, S11 and S14, shown in Figure 5) were categorized as 'Turtles' in this study. A student of 'Turtle' type
described, 'I made a plan in advance... And then I did this homework at a fixed time every week'. 'Ninjas'
were students who completed the assignment in the first or second stage, and they did not have any further
behaviours for this assignment in the third or fourth stages. A 'Ninja' student said in the interview that, 'I
finished my homework at the beginning, and time has little impact on me'. As shown in Figure 6, three
participants in this study (S01, S03, and S10) belonged to this category. 'Time wasters' devoted their time
and effort on this assignment in the first two stages and the fourth stage, and most of them did not work on
this assignment in the third stage, but allocated exceeding 70% of time in the fourth stage. In our study, five
participants (S02, S05, S08, S15, and S17) could be classified as 'Time waters' type, as shown in Figure 7.
The new type of time management identified in our study was called 'Pursuers', who did not work on this
assignment in the first two stages and devoted all their time and effort in the last two stages. There were
three participants (S09, S12 and S18, shown in Figure 8) labelled as 'Pursuers' in this study.

Figure 5: Percentage of Time allocation among 37
days by the three participants of 'Turtles' type

Figure 6: Percentage of Time allocation among 37
days by the three participants of 'Ninjas' type

Figure 7: Percentage of Time allocation among 37
days by the five participants of 'Time wasters' type

Figure 8: Percentage of Time allocation among 37
days by the three participants of 'Pursuers' type

Adopted from Vangsness and Young (2020) , Figure 9 illustrated the differences among these four timeallocation types. 'Turtles' were students who work on an assignment steadily in each stage, 'Ninjas' were
students who started working early and finished the assignment early, 'Time wasters' were students who
spent some (but not much) time in the first two stages and spent most time in the latter two stages to
complete the assignment. 'Pursuers' were students who did not work in the first two stages, and only
worked for the assignment in the last two stages.

Figure 9: Schematic illustrating how different time allocation types engage in different patterns of task completion
when working toward the deadline. The size of each rectangle indicates the time spent in a discrete stage.

Characteristics of different time allocation types
In this section, we compared participants’ experience and search interactions among the four timeallocation types of students.
With respect to the experience measures, we used participants’ self-reported measures about time pressure,
topic familiarity, anxiety, satisfaction, and experienced difficulty collected during assignment completion
process. As shown in Figure 10, the anxiety level of 'Turtles' (M=3.7) and 'Pursuers' (M=4) were higher
than that of 'Time wasters' (M=2. 85) and 'Ninjas' (M=1.86). The experienced difficulty level of 'Turtles'
(M=3.3) was higher than that of 'Ninjas' (M=1.5). 'Pursuers' (M=4) and 'Turtles' (M=3.9) had a bit higher
level of time pressure than that of 'Time Wasters' (M=3.19) and 'Ninjas' (M=2. 57). 'Turtles' (M=3.3) had a
bit higher level of topic familiarity than that of 'Ninjas' (M=3), 'Time Wasters' (M=3), and 'Pursuers' (M=3).
'Ninjas' (M=4.33) and 'Pursuers' (M=4) had a bit higher level of satisfaction than that of 'Turtles' (M=3.6)
and 'Time Wasters' (M=3.6).

Figure 10: Comparison of experiences of different time allocation types

Figure 11 showed the comparison of search interactions among four time-allocation types. It was found that
'Turtles' issued most queries (M=13.33), viewed the greatest number of SERPs (M=44.33), browsed the
greatest number of articles (M=13.33) and downloaded the greatest number of articles (M=7.33); while
'Pursuers' were just opposite: they issued the least number of queries (M=2.5), viewed the least number of
SERPs (M=6), browsed the least number of articles (M=3) and downloaded the least number of articles
(M=2.5).

Figure 11: Comparison of searching behaviours of different time allocation types

Based on the above analysis, we could summarize the overall behavioural and affective characteristics
of the four types of students. 'Turtles' devoted most effort in the assignment, during which they viewed
and downloaded the most articles, issued the most queries and viewed the most SERPs. 'Turtles'
reported the highest topic familiarity, but they also had a higher level of experienced difficulty than
others. 'Turtle' students were more likely to complete their studies (Vangsness and Young, 2020), our
study found that they were also more likely to endure long-term stress. 'Ninjas' had the lowest anxiety
and the highest satisfaction with their own assignment completion performance, and reported the
lowest level of difficulty and the lowest time pressure. It seemed that students were more likely to
have positive experience if they could finish their assignments far before the submission deadline of
the assignment. Although the research of Vangsness and Young (2020) showed that 'Ninja' students
were more difficult to complete their research credit requirements on time, we detected that 'Ninja'
students tended to own better experiences. On a more general level, this current study not only added a
new type on the basis of Vangsness and Young (2020), but also enriched the single task completion
measurement method (the possibility to finish task before deadline) of the original research from the
perspective of experience.'Time wasters' have devoted similar effort with 'Ninjas' in assignment
completion, but their effort on the assignment was not steadily, most of the efforts were procrastinated
to the periods closely to the deadline. 'Time wasters' viewed more SERPs but downloaded fewer
articles than 'Ninjas', and they reported a bit higher level of time pressure and anxiety than 'Ninjas', so
it seemed that they were more struggling than 'Ninjas' in choosing the relevant articles to read. Thus,
they might be labelled as active procrastination type, who had strong motivation and preferences to
complete the assignment efficiently under time pressure (Chu and Choi, 2005). 'Pursuers' reported the
highest degree of time pressure and anxiety. Different from the proactive procrastination, the 'Pursuers'
type of students devoted least effort in this assignment, and they mostly showed passive
procrastination behaviours and were unable to take decisive action when the deadline was
approaching.
Discussion
In information behaviour research, Information Search Process model presents us with a holistic view
of information seeking in six explicit stages: initiation, selection, exploration, formulation, collection
and presentation (Kuhlthau, 1991). As a useful framework for information seeking behaviours for
students, Information Search Process model has been used in educational contexts in the natural
settings (Kuhlthau, Heinström, & Todd, 2008). These stages allowed for the embedding of tasks and
important dates into each step of the information process (Reynolds, 2021). Unlike the data derived
from single information-seeking episodes, Kuhlthau’s model was collected from data of students
working on assignments over a period of time (Kuhlthau, 1989). Hence, a broader range of stages or
more detailed behaviours and feelings could be identified in a longitudinal study like this. In this
section, we further compared our preliminary results in time allocation with Kuhlthau’s Information
Search Process model, and aimed to provide understandings of the information seeking behaviours by
different types of students.

First of all, in the first and second stages, the dominated behaviours were finding information and
reading information. The students' topic familiarity and satisfaction were gradually increasing, while
the anxiety was maintained at a low level. The degree of difficulty experienced was slightly reduced.
These experience indicators reflected that most students have completed the task initiation and
selection of the Information Search Process model in the first and second stages of our study. During
this period, they gradually accumulated knowledge of related topics, and experienced an increase of
time pressure and anxiety. Next, students in the third stage mainly focused on selecting relevant
resources, and experienced the lowest degree of satisfaction and the highest degree of difficulty. Such
results also indicated that users often encountered more difficulties when they need to choose from a
lot of relevant information. This is very similar to the characteristics of the exploration stage in the
Information Search Process model. However, although the Information Search Process model
considers the exploration stage to be part of the early and midterm behaviours, in fact, the exploration
stage may be continued or delayed till the mid-to-late stage (the third stage). At this stage, the
available time for students was insufficient, and their anxiety level and time pressure level in this stage
showed a sharp rise. This may also be the reason why students had devoted least effort in the third
stage.
Kuhlthau (1996) proposed the concept of zone of intervention to explain that at some point, a user may
need some help to move forward for task completion. For example, exploration is a stage when
uncertainty level would increase unexpectedly, so when a user moves to the exploration stage, they
need help from librarians or from the information systems most. However, when or what behavioural
measures indicate a user move into the exploration stage has not been fully examined. Our study is a
preliminary examination towards this research goal, by identifying that for those students who may
need help to move forward or pass the exploration stage, the middle point to the three quarters might
be a good time for efficient intervention. In our study, we found that some students were able to
complete the task far before the deadline (i.e., only used half of available time), while some other
students who did not complete the task within half of the allowed time, had experienced a rising level
of anxiety, time pressure and difficulty from that time to the end. These students may be more eager
and more in need of help or support for the exploration stage.
Our results also suggested that time allocation and management should be considered when applying
Information Search Process model. Time budget is part of the way of life, as proposed by Savolainen
in Everday Life Information Seeking model, which means that people are willing to spend different
time on different types of tasks. Kuhlthau (2016) has also pointed out the importance of time for
Information Search Process model, as she wrote, ‘within this task model the process of information
seeking from the user’s perspective may be thought of as a sequence of choices based on four criteria:
task, time, interest, and availability’. The current study further verifies that there are indeed different
time allocation types among students when completing assignments. For example, 'Ninjas' completed
the whole process of information seeking and assignment within half of available time, while at that
time 'Pursers' had just started working on it. Future research should further examine the information
seeking process among different time-allocation types of students, and compare the differences in how
different types of students proceed different stages of Information Search Process model.
Furthermore, it is also necessary to analyze how different types of students overcome uncertainty
during assignment completion as mentioned in Information Search Process model. For example, are
'Time wasters' really wasting time? Or is it because of the difficulty in the exploration stage that it is
too difficult for them to move forward on their own? What type of support do they need? In addition,
would 'Pursuers' experience greater uncertainty? How would they deal with uncertainty under severe
time pressure? The preliminary results from our study showed that students who completed the
assignment far before the deadline ('Ninjas') had most positive experiences, while students who
steadily worked on the assignment ('Turtles') had highest level of topic familiarity. The other two
types of allocation showed somewhat procrastination pattern. How to help student allocate their
assignment time and effort more effectively and efficiently, and overcome the difficulties and
uncertainties during information seeking process are still open questions for researchers.

Limitations

This study is an exploratory examination of university students’ information behaviour for assignment
completion. Since Morae Recorder 3.3.4 could be only used on laptops, we failed to document other
ways of seeking information, such as verbal conversations or search behaviour using apps on cell
phones. We restricted the recruitment of the participants in one single course, for just one assignment.
It is difficult to conduct much statistical analysis for comparisons and the results may not be
generalizable to other courses or for other types of assignment. In spite of the limitations, we believe
such research-oriented type of assignments is of importance for students’ self-directed learning, and
the longitudinal interaction log on the client side could provide rich data for us to better understand
how students allocate their time and effort in various information behaviours at different stages.
Though the participant numbers are limited, we believed that preliminary results and valuable insights
could be gained. The outcomes of this current study would motivate future researchers to expand the
sample size and expand to other types of assignment/courses to further verify the results in the current
study.
Conclusions
This study aims to examine university students’ information behaviours for assignment completion,
including seeking, examining, reading, and creating information, through an online longitudinal
observation, along with interviews. Particularly, this study focused on how students allocated their
time and information seeking effort in different stages. First, the results showed that students spent the
longest time reading articles, followed by writing notes, selecting articles, and finding articles. With
respect to the overall time allocation pattern, students spent more time on finding articles, selecting
articles, and reading articles during the first part of available time, and took longer time in writing in
the last period. Surprisingly, students devoted the least effort in the middle to three quarters of the
available time. Then they worked under relatively high time pressure in the last stage since it was very
close to the submission deadline. Secondly, this study introduced and identified four time-allocation
types for assignments, namely 'Turtles', 'Ninjas', 'Time wasters' and 'Pursuers'. 'Turtles' devoted most
efforts in assignments from the beginning to the end, but they still experienced high level of time
pressure; 'Ninjas' completed the assignment within the first half of available time and they reported
most positive experiences; 'Time wasters' started working on the assignment quite early but then put it
off until the last stage, which demonstrated an active procrastination pattern; 'Pursuers' only started
working on the assignment at the late stage, and showed a passive procrastination pattern with
negative experiences.
This study selected two approach of time as a context proposed by Salvolainen (2006), that is, time as
an indicator of the information-seeking process and time as qualifier of access to information. From
the point of stages, temporal factors qualify information seeking as a process. Consequently, we
discussed the information behaviour of students in different time stages when completing assignments.
Information behaviour related models often mentioned the constraints by factors such as lack of time,
we then analyzed how students behave and affectively or cognitively react to deadlines (fourth stage).
By understanding students' information seeking behaviour in a natural educational setting through
online observation, this study identified students’ time allocation pattern and how it is related to
different information behaviours during assignment completion process. Although it is an exploratory
study, it shed lights on the future research of the combination of time context with Information
Seeking Process model in different contexts.
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